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monis zafar(25-10-1999)
 
i'm a student & i'm in deep love with poetry, .......
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Cannot Wait Anymore, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , ,
 
between these feelings that i am having
are the words that i have been saving
i cant tell u what i am feeling
and i hope we will jump and touch the cieling
i have kept this secret for a long
but how much longer i can prolong
u will always be more than a friend
and we will be together till the end
but every time i came close to you
i am faced with the same old issue
what if together we were not strong enough
AND WE LOST THE FRIENDSHIP AND LOVE
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How I Am Supposed To Live Without You! ! : -(
 
How i am supposed to live without you,
for totally my love over you screw.
 
I kept waiting for you,
as alone shore do for the tide,
being eager for this bide,
but waz unaware of your grudging stride.
 
For time being you gloomed fully in me,
everyday watched you as the delightful moon,
cz i waz in u and u were in me,
but u deceived n gave me up so soon.
 
It was easy for you,
to reel off your reply as 'NO',
AS everytime you meld my nobleness,
and let it down to show me low.
 
......................  .  .....................
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I Miss You! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
 
i miss u even though you are here
i can hear ur voice loud and clear
but i know you are about to leave again
becoz that is the way it's always been
i talk to you as if u never leave
i build my dreams out of pure belief
i walk the streets looking for the sign
for someone to say i will soon be fine
there is always a feeling of emptiness
that always leaves me so breathless
it takes the moment over u go
and it takes a while to release and let go
but then u are once again
and i praise the God
but deep inside i know it is temporary
and that is a burden that i have to carry
u realize u mean the world to me 
and i make it look like it so easy
i do it all so u wouldnot feel my pain
but all the pressure is driving me insane
we are stuck at a crossroad for years now
for the world to make it show
but who has the  courage to initiate
is a whole new chapter that has to wait................
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In My Heart It Is You And You Only
 
Sometimes i feel so lonely
sit somewhere, thinking of you only
want to shout and cry with pain
people thought that i am insane
i am about to destroy myself
no one came to me to help
no one cares, trust or love
i am lost and feel so lonely
but in my heart it is you and you only............, , , , , , , , , , ,
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My Everlasting Pain!
 
I feel lost and alone
Cz real friendship u have never been shown.
 
I donot remember
who gave me my role n  Y? 
Yet I know that
I vl play it
Till the day I die.
 
None of the things
Needed to be fixed or repaired
If only u have sometimes
REALLY CARED......
 
There is a thin line between
Love and hate
When and if u wanna come back, jus come back
For that it will be tooooooooo late.
 
U promised my heart to treasure
But u jus used me for your pleasure..
 
The love and happiness The time we shared was a pure bliss
Soon, the heart wrenched, pain followed
And again my heart felt hollowed.
 
Now, wanna pray for peace
And for this pain to cease
I do want to forget what we shared
The way u loved and how much u cared.
 
So, this everlasting pain
I must hide
CZ nobody really wants to know
The grief i keep inside.................
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Please Take Me Back
 
How could it be that
u let my love fall
there were times in my life
that we had it all.
 
How can u stand there
and break my heart
how did u allow me to grow
so far apart.
 
My heart still hurts
and causes me pain
sometimes i just wish
i could see u again.
 
I feel always that u are in my heart
even though when we are apart
but i am sure that i will win your warm embrace
n then tears will stop flowing down my face.
 
Talk to me
and end this deafening silence
and let my love
end the blinding darkness.
 
So please take me back
and catch me when i fall
cause all i need, u, right now
more than anything at all.
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Where Is That World! ! !
 
Somewhere...
Somewhere...
... Is a world where you are with me?
Where just you and i...
... And our feelings exist! !
Where dawn smiles, under your lashes...
... Where i can hear moon sing me,
A lullaby in your arms! !
Where is that world? ?
I wonder if it exists at all!
Where my life, isn't such a stranger to me...
... Where there is, no cobweb of fake dreams,
Where the glimpse, of your pretty face...
... Is not caused to remember,
From the ashes of memories! !
Where is that world? ?
I wonder if it exists at all!
Where my days begin,
At all times, from you...
Where i can conceal myself in you...
Where, you will even become known to my dreams...
Where there is no existence of mine, without you! !
Where is that world? ?
I wonder if it exists at all!
Where, whatever i possess, i will give it to you...
Every way and every path of mine,
That approaches to you! !
Where the rains of pain, will never be noticed...
It’s my earnest feeling, that, I've always wished...
Where is that world? ?
I wonder if it exists at all!
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Y Didnot Our Luck Favors Us
 
i will dedicate my heart to u
cz my love was not enough for u
what we had is gonna find its away
though my roots is gonna shoot away
what kind of life it is when we can't be one
as tears and rain can never interVine
baby all i want is to regain ur heart
but till then U AND ME DESERVE A BRAND NEW START
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You Were My Everything
 
Missing you has now become a part of my life
i cry sometimes missing you
i just sit still
at my own will
just thinking about you on the small hill
where i found no way for my pain to kill
it takes a long time to express
that how much you are smart
your beautiness is not merely for eyes
but it touches the soul and my heart
i donot understand why we are just apart
being single soul and heart
what kind of life is this when we cannot be one
as tears and rain can never intervine
just imagine that you are the time
and i spend each second remembering you
but sometimes this rememberance seems to be as crime
as it hurts me each and every time
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